[Three-dimensional-segmentation of the spine with specially adapted tools].
Segmented 3-D data of the spine form the basis for various modern clinical applications. Among these, multisegmental image fusion, image registration and finite element modeling for biomechanical analysis are promising innovative tools capable of facilitating treatment decisions and optimization of individual therapy in the future. However, the complex anatomy of the spine and the often extensive degenerative deformation presenting in clinical practice, generally limit the application of fully automated segmentation. A newly developed software system is presented that meets the complex requirements for image segmentation of the spine through the use of specially adapted interactive tools that take account of its axial skeletal structure. Furthermore, a standardized protocol is introduced that combines the newly developed interactive tools (rotation transformation, warped dissection plane) and standard segmentation tools to permit rapid and accurate segmentation. To date, the software environment presented herein has been applied with success to the segmentation of cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine.